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Are you a BIG Twlight Fans????Well!!! I have something for you that is bigger than Twlight. I would

like to introduce you to a new series "A Shade Of Vampire". I all I ask that you read the first

installment about Sofia joinery to the shade and you an only you can judge to continue read the

Shade Series. I promise you this "you will not regret it". You'll be hooked and thirsty for some more

adventure that waits ahead. So what are you waiting for... Order now through . You can download to

your tablet or buy the book. Once you read it come join our group in Facebook where we discuse

what had happen in the book. Looking forward to seeing new faces. Happy Shade Reading.Bella,

Bella I'm so speechless. Once again you out did yourself. I can't express myself how much I love

your books. I'm hopeless devoted to your books and I can not get enough. Please keep these

going.



I am giving a five star ratings to the "Shade of Vampire" series and its twenty-four outstanding

supernatural creative storytelling of author Bella Forrest. She alone held me captive for one whole

month reading this series. Upon completion " I'll say he'll yeah to a worthy read". Reader's beware

once starting this series, you are in for long nights and cliffhanger endings. Which cause a implode

of your need to know impulse. Ok, just when I think I would be able to read the dragon series,

there's novel twenty- five.

It wasn't 1 of the stronger books , she's wrote but the story was still imaginative with a happy

ending. I guess I just expected more spectacular for the end of River and Ben's stories after all the

turbulent times they faced. I feel the same of the conclusion of Rose and Caleb's stories as well

though. Still a fan of The Shade !

Bella, you always send us on a wonderful ride through worlds and lives that are so wonderfully

written and out of this world. Love the characters and each of their stories. It feels like we are living

it with them and that should be with every experience with every book you read. If anyone wants to

get into a series that takes you on a journey and make you feel at the same time, READ THE A

SHADE OF VAMPIRE SERIES. ABSOLUTELY FREAKING LOVE IT!!! CAN'T WAIT FOR THE

NEXT RIDE, BELLA!!!

This was a great ending in the saga of Ben and River, a wonderful continuance to the Novak's, and

as always leaves you wondering what's next for the Clan. Bella Forrest us a wonderful writer with

the ability to create the big supernatural family. That's is what her readers and her are, are a family

and we enjoy every minute we have spending time in the Shade. Welcome any newcomers to our

island called the shade and hope you enjoy being part of the Shaddict family.

Bought this for my son. He has read all The Shade of Vampire books to date and will continue as

the story lines are fantastic! Bella Forrest has become our favorite author!

This one is soooo action packed and awesome that I had to read it twice to make sure I didn't miss

anything!!! I love, love, love this series!!! Bella Forrest is such a fabulous author and so amazing

about responding to her fans (Shaddicts)!!! I can't believe how she never runs out of new ideas and

twists and turns! If you haven't gotten hooked yet you definitely need to! You won't read anything



else like it!!!

Great great great book!!! Pleasantly surprised to have Theon's story wrap back into the storyline.

Eagerly awaiting book 25!! I almost panic with the thought of the series ending though I suspect that

it will eventually but until then keep them coming.
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